
 

 
Crafts/Sculpture 
 
This category includes work in all forms of craft, including ceramics, glass, wood, metal, fiber, textiles,                
and mixed media, and also accepts work in all forms of sculpture, including kinetic works and                
installations. Both conceptual and traditional work is appropriate. 
 
Support Materials 
• Work Statement - 200 words 
• Technical Statement - 400 words (optional) 
• Cultural Statement - 400 words (optional) 
• Resumé/Narrative Bio - 1 page PDF  
• Work Samples - 8 digital images w/ descriptions 
 
Work Statement 
A 200 word (max) statement that explains your artistic practice as exemplified in your Work Samples.                
This could give more context as to the conceptual underpinning of the work or focus on the processes                  
involved. However you choose to construct your statement, it is important that you are clear and concise                 
in your writing. Work Statements will be available for panelists to read in later rounds as they view your                   
Work Samples.  
 
Things to consider when writing your Work Statement 

- What is the concept for this work(s)? 
- What is the intended outcome? 
- How does this work represent the primary concerns and intentions of your artistic practice?  

 
Technical Statement 
In addition to the Work Statement, applicants may provide an optional Technical Statement (400 words               
max) describing the relationship of the Work Samples to the work itself. Briefly state the circumstances in                 
which each submitted project was produced. 
 
Things to consider when writing your Technical Statement 

- How is this work meant to be experienced in its intended situation? 
- Is this work(s) interactive?  
- What was your role in the execution/creation of the work(s)?  

 
Cultural Statement 
A 400 word (max) optional statement describing how your work is rooted in a specific technique and/or                 
cultural tradition.  In addition, please answer the following questions:  

- Where, how, when and from whom did you learn this traditional art form?  
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- How long have you been involved in this art form? Please also include any relevant information                
about your cultural community. 

 
Résumé/Bio 
A 1 page résumé or Bio that details your artistic career as it relates to the discipline in which you have                     
applied. You may choose CV (bullet-pointed) or bio (paragraph) format. Résumés are available for              
panelists to reference in later rounds as a way for them to contextualize the work. An artist’s career point,                   
publication, or exhibition history is not a determining factor in this award.  
 
Work Samples 
Images will be shown in the order they are uploaded. Work samples are projected using a high-quality                 
projector within the review room and are also viewed on panelists’ individual laptops. The moderator will                
read aloud the title, date, materials and dimensions of the first and fifth image; panelists will have access                  
to this information as well. 
 
Images 
Please upload up to 8 digital images using the following specifications: 
File name: Labeled with your last name and order number.  

Example- “Smith01.jpg, Smith02.jpg, Smith03.jpg” 
Dimensions: 1024 pixels is the maximum dimension size for the longest side of the image.  
Resolution: 72 dpi (low resolution) 
File size: No larger than 4.0 MB (each image) 
 
Composite images are accepted as work samples as long as they depict different views of a singular 
piece. Each application can only have up to 8 artworks represented through their image work 
samples.  
 
Videos 
Crafts/Sculpture applicants may upload up to two 15 second videos for kinetic sculptures only.  
Videos should document the movement of the work(s) submitted in the image work samples and can not 
exceed 15 seconds. Video work samples should represent the work submitted in the image work samples.  
 
Please encode your videos using a codec designed for viewing. We are unable to view videos submitted in 
raw or intermediate codecs (like ProRes). A codec is a method for encoding and decoding data and what 
is used for compressing data, particularly video. Choosing the right container can depend on several 
desired outcomes, file size, playback quality, capabilities for re-editing etc. There are many codecs to 
choose from but h.264 is the preferred format for its versatility and superior quality.  
 
A container is typically associated with file format and what is used to “contain” and package the data as                   
compressed by the codec. The container is indicated by a file extension, .mov (Quicktime), .mp4               
(MPEG4). There are many codec and container combinations but h.264 and .mov or .m4a are preferred                
as they are supported by a wide range of media players with little loss of quality. 
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Descriptions 
Once the image or video has been upload, caption fields will appear within the application. Please provide                 
descriptions with your submitted Work Samples including the  

● Title of the piece 
● Date the work was produced 
● Materials and Dimensions  
● Additional Information (location, client etc) 

 
Please note, panelists will not look at websites of any kind during the application review process.  
 
Submitting any work that has been awarded a NYSCA/NYFA Artist Fellowship in the past will               
automatically disqualify your application. 
Please email fellowships@nyfa.org with any questions.  
 
NYSCA/NYFA Artist Fellowships are administered with leadership support from New York State            
Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State                 
Legislature. 
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